A heuristic algorithm, GCDHEU, is described for polynomial GCD computation over the integers. The algorithm is based on evaluation at a single large integer value (for each variable), integer GCD computation, and a single-point interpolation scheme. Timing comparisons show that this algorithm is very efficient for most univariate problems and it is also the algorithm of choice for many problems in up to four variables.
Introduction
The design of algorithms for polynomial GCD computation has been a continuing area of research since the beginning of the development of symbolic computation systems. The earliest efforts were mainly directed at PRS (polynomial remainder sequence) algorithms which are a direct generalization of Euclid's algorithm (Knuth, 1981) . The main algorithms of this type are the Reduced PRS algorithm (Collins, 1967) and the Subresultant PRS algorithm (Brown, 1978) . Hearn (Hearn, 1979) discusses the use of trial divisions to further improve the performance of PRS algorithms. The first fundamentally different polynomial GCD algorithm was the modular algorithm (Brown, 1971) . To make the modular algorithm competitive for sparse multivariate polynomials, Zippel developed the sparse modular algorithm (Zippel, 1979) . Another modular-type algorithm was the Hensel-based EZ GCD algorithm (Moses, 1973) which was later improved as the EEZ GCD algorithm (Wang, 1980) .
The present paper discusses a new heuristic algorithm, GCDHEU, which is found to be very efficient for problems in a small number of variables. The heuristic algorithm can be viewed as a modular-type algorithm in that it uses evaluation and interpolation, but only a single evaluation per variable is used. The heuristic algorithm can be incorporated into a reorganized form of the EEZ GCD algorithm such that the base of the EEZ GCD algorithm, rather than a univariate GCD algorithm, is GCDHEU which is often successful for problems in up to four variables.
Properties of a Heuristic Procedure
We wish to define precisely our concept of a heuristic procedure. A heuristic procedure is composed of a solver and a checker. The solver receives as input the description of a problem and a random number. Based on this pair it computes a tentative solution to the problem. The checker is a boolean function which receives as input the description of the problem and a proposed solution, and it determines whether the solution satisfies the problem. Furthermore, the solver solves the given problem with probability p, bounded below by ~ ~ p, for some distribution of the random input variable but independent of the problem.
In pseudo-code, a heuristic procedure can be described more-precisely as:
while ( economically feasible ) do soln := solver( problem, rand() ); if checker( soln, problem ) then RETURN( soln ) fi od; RETURN( deterministic_solver( problem ) );
The underlying assumptions of a successful heuristic are:
The solver is at least an order of magnitude faster than deterministic solvers which solve the same type of problem. (ii) Checking for a correct solution is very efficient, about the same order of magnitude as for heuristically solving the problem. (iii) The lower bound, e, on the probability is realistically high (say, e > 1/2).
In cases where the solver has a wide range of speed ratios compared with a deterministic solver, it may be useful (or mandatory) to estimate this ratio and decide whether the heuristic should be applied or not.
Secondly, the checker may be simplified significantly by knowledge of the type of error which may be introduced by the solver. For example, the GCDHEU algorithm presented in this paper is based on evaluation at integer values and the solver may compute a GCD which is a multiple of the true GCD, but never a sub-multiple. Consequently, for this case the checker's task is simplified. The checker simply ensures that the resulting polynomial divides both input polynomials.
Lazard's algorithm (Lazard, 1981) for polynomial factorization is another example of a heuristic solver, where the checker simply expands the product of both polynomials and tests equality with the input polynomial.
Integer GCD Computation
A fundamental feature of GCDHEU is that it maps a polynomial GCD problem to an integer GCD problem involving long integers. It might seem that this would be an undesirable transformation given that integer operations gen-erally have a higher asymptotic complexity than polynomial operations. The complexity of computing integer GCD's when the size of the problem is n is O(n 2) using the standard algorithms. For univariate polynomials of size n, this can be done in O(n log2n) (Aho, 1974) It should be noted that for the integer case, the size is given by the number of digits, while for the polynomial case n denotes the number of terms in the dense representation of the polynomials.
Our algorithm works in time depending on the number of terms appearing in the expanded representation of the input polynomials and the degree of the result.
The other factor in this analysis is an empirical observation: conventional architectures have hardware for integer arithmetic (which allows direct implementation of efficient methods for long-integer arithmetic), while there is no such assistance for polynomial arithmetic. Thus there is an advantage (i.e., a very small constant in the asymptotic measure of complexity) to relying upon integer instead of polynomial arithmetic, up to problems of a certain complexity.
This paper assumes an integer GCD algorithm, referred to as IGCD, which is typically a standard implementation of the Euclidean algorithm applied to arbitrary-precision integers.
Single-Point Evaluation and Interpolation
Consider 
Let ~ E Z be a positive integer which bounds twice the magnitudes of all coefficients appearing in a and b and in any of their factors. Let ~x-~ :Z[x]---, Z denote the substitution x --~ (i.e., the evaluation homomorphism whose kernel is the ideal <x-~>) and let = ex-~(a), 13 = ¢~-#). Define 7 = IGCD(cz,13) and suppose for the moment that the following relationship holds (this development will be made mathematically rigorous below): = ¢x-~(g).
Our problem now is to reconstruct the polynomial g from its image ~/under the evaluation x = ~. The reconstruction of g from y will be accomplished by a special kind of interpolation which exploits the fact that ~ is assumed to be larger than twice the magnitudes of the coefficients appearing in g. The required interpolation scheme is equivalent to the process of converting the integer y into its ~-adic representation:
where k is the smallest integer such that ~k+~ > 2 I vl, and for i from 0 while e ~ 0 do g~ := %(e);
e:= (e -gf) / ~ od where ff~:Z---, Z{ is the standard "rood ~" function using the "symmetric representation" for the elements of Z~. Our claim is that, under appropriate conditions yet to be specified, the coefficients ge are precisely the coefficients of the desired GCD
The method outlined above generalizes immediately to multivariate GCD's through recursive application of evaluation/interpolation. For suppose the problem is to compute g = GCD(a,b) where a,b ~ Z [xl,x2 ..... xv] . By choosing xv as the main variable, we may view the polynomials a,b as univariate polynomials of the form (1) (identifying x with xv) with polynomial coefficients af,b~ E Z[xl,x2 ..... xv-1]. Again, let { E Z be a positive integer which bounds twice the magnitudes of all integer coefficients appearing in the multivariate polynomials a and b and in any of their factors. The evaluation homomorphism %_g corresponding to the substitution xv = ~ yields polynomials
Recursively, let 3' -----GCD(a,13). The {-adic representation (2) for 7 can again be computed by the program loop specified below equation (2), where the mapping ~g is naturally extended to polynomials by applying it to the integer coefficients. One can view this as a parallel {-adic expansion of each of the integer coefficients appearing in the polynomial 7. Again our claim is that, under appropriate conditions, the coefficients g~ ~ Z[xbx2 ..... X~-l] appearing in equation (2) will be the desired coefficients of the multivariate GCD
This construction will be made precise by Theorem 1. First we need the following lemma. In the univariate case, this lemma follows immediately from Cauchy's Inequality (Mignotte, 1982) Let
be a univariate polynomial over the complex field C. Then any root (~ of P satisfies max( I ao I, I al I .....
Iad-1 I )
We also use the following
Definition.
For a polynomial P E Z[xbx2 ..... x~], the height of P will be denoted by [P [ and it is defined to be the maximum over all terms in the expanded form of P of the magnitudes of the integer coefficients, []
Lemma 1.
Let P ~ Z[Xl,X2 ..... xv] be a nonzero polynomial in one or more variables. Let x denote one of the variables xk and let ~E Z be any integer. If (x -~) I P then -< IPI.
Proof: Let P= (x --a) Q for some Q ~ Z[xl,x2 ..... xv] . Write Q in the form
where x = xk is the particular variable appearing in the divisor x -a and
By definition of the height function, we have the following inequalities:
Now if ]ctl >l P I, the first inequality above implies q0 = 0, and then the second set of inequalities imply qi = 0, for 1 _< i __< d. But this implies that Q ---0 which is impossible since P is nonzero, yielding the desired contradiction. []
In the following theorem, we note that it is possible for 3' computed by the method described earlier in this section to be larger than ~xv-~(g), so we denote the polynomial reconstructed from 3' by G which may differ from g. The theorem proves that a simple division check will determine whether or not G is a greatest common divisor of a and b. 
. Xv]. We have d?xv-~(g) = ?px~-~(G) ~Px~-~(H) = 7 ~x~-~(H)
, through (4) and the fact that qbxv-~ is a homomorphism. Since g la and g lb it follows that Cz _~(g) I a and ¢)~-~(g) I 13 whence ¢~_~(g) I 7. We therefore conclude that implying that Cx~-~(H) = -+ 1. It follows that the polynomial H --1 (or H + 1) either is zero or else has a linear factor xv -~. In the latter case, by Lemma 1, we must have 
The Heuristic GCD Algorithm
Theorem 2 places a lower bound on the size of the evaluation point which guarantees recognition of incorrect results by the checker. However, there exist problems where the solver fails to find the true GCD via the method of section 4, no matter what evaluation point is used. We now wish to correct the algorithm so that there will always be a reasonable probability of success for any problem.
As an example, suppose that a ~ (x --2)(x -1) x and b = (x + 1)(x + 2)(x + 3) whose expanded forms have heights l a [ = 3 and I b l = 11. Then by Theorem 2 we can choose ~ = 5.
We get ~bx_5(a) ----60, ~bx_5(b) = 336, and T ----IGCD(60,336) = 12. The {-adic representation of 12 is 2X5 + 2 and therefore G ----2x+2 is computed as the proposed GCD(a,b). Of course the true GCD is 1 and division checks will detect that this result is incorrect. But the point is that polynomials of the form a and b will always have a common factor, when evaluated, of at least 6. When a small evaluation point is chosen, as above, then this extraneous integer factor will be interpolated to an extraneous polynomial factor, yielding an incorrect result.
Carrying on with the above example, let's see what happens if we choose a much larger evaluation point, say { = 20.
We get @x-20(a) = 6840, q~x-20(b) = 10626, and y = IGCD(6840,10626) ----6. The {-adic representation of 6 is 6 and therefore G = 6 is computed as the proposed GCD(a,b) . Again the division checks will detect that 6 is not a factor of the original polynomials. The general point to be seen from this example is that if the evaluation point is sufficiently large then any extraneous integer factor will remain as an integer content in the interpolated polynomial.
We are therefore led to the concept of removing the integer content from the polynomials. Let us impose the condition that the input polynomials a and b are primitive with respect to Z (i.e., the integer content has been removed from a and from b). Correspondingly, we will remove the integer content from the computed polynomial G before test dividing because the divisors of a primitive polynomial must be primitive (see (Knuth, 1981) ). Now it becomes crucial for us to ensure that when we remove the integer content from G we are not removing any factors that correspond to factors of the true GCD g. For if a factor of evaluates to an integer that is small relative to { (specifically, less than ~{) g then such an integer may remain as part of the integer content in the interpolated polynomial and will be discarded. We are then back to the situation where the division checks may succeed even though the computed G is not a greatest common divisor. Theorem 3 shows how large we must now choose ~ so that, even when the integer content is removed, the division checks will be a true checker for the heuristic GCD algorithm. It remains to prove that the probability of successful termination of this algorithm can be made arbitrarily close to 1. As described, the algorithm may fail due to the following causes:
(a) the computation promises to be too expensive compared to more "standard" methods;
(b) ~/2_< I g[ and the interpolation of g from 7 will fail;
where L is a spurious integer GCD and ~/2<_L [ g [
and we are not able to interpolate g from 7 because of the factor L.
Failing because of (a) is an economic choice, so it is not a concern of this analysis. Failures of type (b) or (c) appear indistinguishable to the algorithm: the division check fails. Fortunately, a good solution to both is to increase the value of ~. Increasing the value of ~ is the obvious answer for (b); for (c) the result is presented as Theorem 4 in the next section.
The result of Theorem 4 shows that the probability of failure of type (e) is strictly decreasing in N. For example, multiplying ~ by 2 in successive applications of the heuristic would deterministically solve the failure due to (b) in a fin-ite number of iterations. It would also decrease the probability of failure due to (e) by roughly one half per iteration.
We are now ready to present algorithm GCDHEU. The algorithm assumes that the input polynomials are primitive and that the integer content will be removed from the output returned. It uses the result of Theorem 3 in choosing the evaluation points so that the division checks constitute a valid checker. The function "divide" being used in the algorithm returns "true" or "false" based on division of polynomials over the field of rational numbers, which is equivalent to removing the integer content from the divisor and then doing test division over the integers (noting that the dividend is already primitive).
Failures of type (a) are detected by a check on the size of the integers that would be generated if the computation were allowed to proceed, and the return mechanism in the algorithm is, in this case, indicated by RETURN TO TOP LEVEL. This needs to be a more "drastic" return mechanisrrTtha~ the ~rdinary RETURN's appearing otherwise in the algorithm because of the recursive nature of the algorithm and the fact that there is no point in continuing computation on a problem that has lead to such large integers. In Maple (Char, 1985) , the RETURN TO TOP LEVEL mechanism is achieved by an ERROR return which can be ~trap-ped" Tn the calling routine (the calling routine is the front-end gcd function). Failures of type (b) and (c) are detected by the division checks, and in the case of such failures the algorithm proceeds with a larger evaluation point.
An exact doubling algorithm to compute the next evaluation point will pro, duce a sequence of values whose suitability would be highly correlated. This would not be good, as failure of the first point would tend to imply that later choices would also fail. We thus wish the prime decomposition of successive evaluation points to have no obvious pattern (i.e. some "randomness"). To achieve this, we would like to avoid having the result of the product be an integer, so that truncation will happen. To ensure that truncation will happen most of the time, we would like to pick a multiplier ~ such that ~, a2 a~ ... are never "close" to a "small" rational. A good "small rational" approximation means that one of the first convergents in the continued fraction decomposition for a" is large. By these criteria "poor" candidates for a would be 2000001 or 1000000 1414213 The value we select for ~ is one such that the first convergents for a, 1000000 ' a 2, "'" {16 are very small. This selection was done from a random set of candidates.
In the algorithm description, the following primitive functions are specific to the Maple language: indets is a function which returns a set of the indeterminates appearing in its argument, the selector notation vars [i] applied to a set vars extracts the ith element of the set, the length function on an integer returns the number of digits in its decimal representation, and the construct "to 6 do .
• • od" is a loop which will execute six times. The choice of six iterations here is arbitrary; if the first evaluation is lucky then only one iteration will be executed. Another function used here is "height" which is assumed to be a procedure to compute the height of a polynomial as defined in section 4. 
Probability Analysis
It remains to prove that the probability of failures of type (c), as discussed in the preceding section, can be made arbitrarily small by increasing the size of the evaluation point. 
Proof:
To compute the above bound on E[L] we will first note that we can assume without loss of generality that a and b are relatively prime polynomials. (If they weren't then L would be given by the god of the polynomials (a/ged(a,b), b/gcd(a,b) ) of degree lower than a and b, and the bounds, being strictly increasing in the degrees, would also hold.) Secondly, it is intuitively clear that the worst case, i.e. the largest spurious gcd on the average, will be given by polynomials which can be totally factored in linear terms. A proof of the above would go along the following lines. Let We will now compute the expected value of the above right hand side. Let X1 and X2 be random variables distributed uniformly over the integers in U(1,N), and let dl and d2 be fixed degrees. 
----O((logN)a~a2).
For p <D we will prove that the product of the expected values does not depend on N and hence is bounded by a constant for fixed dl and d2. To simplify the proof we compute a bound of the gcd(XD,X~ -) which is always a multiple of L.
We define m (dependent on p) such that pm-l<D'<pm. To compute the p factor in the gcd, we compute first the contribution coming from all powers less than m, which is at most r~l + f~l + "" + rp--~_~l --<p_lD+m.
= ipkL J 2
The remaining factors in p will be contributed by terms with powers greater or equal to m and can be computed as: 
ElL] ----O((logN)dta2). []
Theorem 4. For fixed a, b, g, and choosing ~ randomly between 1...N, the probability of
Proof: Since L>_I we can take the worst case distribution, i.e. the distribution which gives the highest probability, still keeping the expected value of Lemma 3. I.e.
Pr{L~I} = l--q;
?r{L=+} = q,
Hence by increasing N, we can make the probability arbitrarily small. [] Tables 1 and 2 below list timings (in seconds) for the Maple implementation of GCDHEU, and for the routine GCDEH which is the current Maple implementation of the "extended Hensel" algorithm (corresponding to Wang's EEZ GCD algorithm without coefficient pre-determination). We also give timings for Macsyma's two main gcd algorithms, the sparse modular and the EEZ algorithm, and the two Reduce gcd algorithms, the default gcd based on a Polynomial Remainder Sequence and the EZ algorithm. The problems were run on a Vax 11/785 running Berkeley Unix 4.2, using Maple (version 4.0), Macsyma (version 308), and Reduce 3.1, respectively.
Some Timing Comparisons
In the context of the preceding sections, it is important to note that the "heuristic" timings are not just timings for the solver but, of course, the cost of the checker is also included. Another significant point is that the algorithms coded in Maple are written in the user-level Maple language and are interpreted, while the Macsyma and Reduce codes are compiled Lisp. As the development of Maple evolves, some additional critical functions will be moved to the compiled kernel (which is currently less than 200K bytes on the VAX). This evolution will significantly improve the performance of GCDEH, in particular. (1) The Reduce program was killed after 16 hours of cpu time.
(2) The Reduce program ran out of "heap space" after 48 cpu seconds.
Problems:
1: gcd(p,q) where P = 5x 400 q-X 378 --3x 360 + 2x 305 q-8X 288 --7x 137 -4-2X 132 --2x 47 + 4 ; q ~ 7x4°° --2x 382 --5x 328 --8x 166 "~ x 157 --7x 123 --7X 106 q-9X 37 + 5X 23 "~-9 . Note: gcd(p,q) = a 3X b 2X c.
The problems in Table 2 are multivariate problems taken from Paul Wang's article on the EEZ-GCD Algorithm (Wang, 1980) and originally come from Zippel's and Yun's theses. Since these are multivariate problems, in many cases they represent problems for which GCDHEU is not expected to be competitive. It is also not surprising that the current implementation of Maple's Hensel-based routine GCDEH is not competitive on these problems, since the component of Wang's EEZ algorithm known as "coefficient predetermination" has not been incorporated into GCDEH. (1) The Reduce prs-gcd failed after 1150 cpu seconds with a "Segmentation violation".
Related Work
The results of this paper were first announced in the form of an Extended Abstract (Char, 1984) in the proceedings of EUROSAM'84. Based on an early draft of the complete paper, Davenport and Padget (Davenport, 1985) have developed some improvements to the GCDHEU algorithm.
